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Shot 01
Establishing shot of an empty gallery

  
                     
 

Shot 02
Out of an empty canvas a glass sphere 
representing art appears then miracu-
lously emerges from the 2d canvas and 
appears in 3d, floating into “the gallery”
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Shot 03
The Art sphere floats into the centre of 
the gallery.

  
                     
 

Shot 04
The sphere becomes engulfed in a thick 
black liquid.

Dialogue: Art is a trillion-dollar economy with a 
dark side.
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Shot 05
The black sphere represents the dark 
side of the arts industry

  
                     
 

Shot 06
As we track into the black sphere we see 
the world/planet earth.

Dialogue: It is the world’s largest unregulated 
market
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Shot 07
Close up of Earth

  
                     
 

Shot 08
The single dark earth becomes many like 
a single cell multiplying

Dialogue:     and fakes, forgeries
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Shot 09
The multiple spheres zoom out of each 
side of the screen and directly toward 
camera . Motion emulates the movement 
of being snatched/stolen.

Dialogue: thefts are common.

  
                     
 

Shot 10
Track into the black sphere the world 
imagery has dissappred to reveal a              
fingerprint

Dialogue: There is no universal standard for 
identification.
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Shot 11
The fingerprint sphere is graphically sev-
ered in two by a super minimal line.

Dialogue: and criminals know this.

  
                     
 

Shot 12
Thunderclouds engulf the fingerprint 
image within the sphere.

Dialogue: They thrive off the lack of transparency
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Shot 13
Camera tracks toward the sphere, the 
stormclouds clear a little.  Dots appear 
around the sphere indicating map loca-
tion/cities where art galleries exist.

Dialogue:  From artists to dealers,

  
                     
 

Shot 14
A web/network joins the dots around the 
world (stylish minimal graphic style)

Dialogue:  galleries to auction houses,
museums to collectors
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Shot 15
The minimal grid vibrates in a violent manner 
and becomes spikey.

Dialogue: art crime affects everyone in the industry.

  
                     
 

Shot 16
the camera tracks into the multi-faceted  
spikey “sphere” The graphic lines disintegrate 
indicating the melt down of the art industry 
network.
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Shot 17
We restart with the empty gallery, this indi-
cateds the change in subject.

 
                     
 

Shot 18
Our white sphere re-appears.

Dialogue: That’s why Aris has designed i2M
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Shot 19
Black graphics appear from the side of 
screen. They represent the “new technol-
ogy developed by Aris.

Dialogue: a revolutionary new technology 
                     
 

Shot 20
The black thin oultine graphics become a 
circle that wraps round the globe.
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Shot 21
Close up internal lines sweep round 
  
                     
 

Shot 22
The lines operate like a CT scanner.

Dialogue: that ensures the authenticity of every 
artwork in the world. ..
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Shot 25
The scanner lines disappear as we track 
back to reveal a number of white circles. 
The black lines reconnect these circles 
like a molecule to represent the 
bio-engineering. 

Dialogue: The system uses a bio-engineered digital 
key

  
                     
 

Shot 26
The molecule turns into tiny particles or
The molecule is part of a larger cloud of tiny 
molecules.
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Shot 27
The particle cloud of molecules fly into 
the surface of the art sphere, as if being 
absorbed. the sphere glows/vibrates 
happily.

Dialogue:  that can be invisibly embedded into 
any object.

  
                     
 

Shot 28
Dialogue: The unique data from each key
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Shot 29
The original art  sphere is encased in a 
further 3 “glass” spheres. Indicating that 
there are barriers in place to protect the 
artwork

  
                     
 

Shot 30
The spheres multiply and begin to ar-
range themselves methodically.

Dialogue:  is held on a military grade security 
platform,
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Shot 31
We track backwards to reveal that the art  
sphere is one of many art spheres held in 
a formal stasis
  
                     
 

Shot 32
A black minimal framework appears 
around the spheres to indicate a further 
layer of security.
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Shot 32

  
                     
 

Shot 33
Close up of one sphere emerging from 
the canvas.
Dialogue: Aris is working with world-leading 
experts

Identification and 
provenance guaranteed.
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Shot 34
Another two spheres follow the first. 
These three spheres represent technolo-
gy, art and law.
Dialogue: in technology, art and law to ignite an 
industry-wide revolution. 

  
                     
 

Shot 35
Thin black graphic line joins all three to-
gether. This is to indicate the unification 
of technology,art and law.
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Shot 27
The three spheres unite to become one white 
sphere that then is encircled by three glass 
spheres (or security barriers from shot 26)
Also note the i2M signature on the 
bottom of the canvas in the background 
gallery.
Dialogue: By ensuring integrity and preventing 
theft,

  
                     
 

Shot 28
The camera tracks and pans to the side 
and we see that the 3d spheres are 
actually 2d and on the canvas itself in the 
background.
The i2M signature an be clearly seen at 
the corner of the canvas.
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Shot 27
Camera tracks left to right
Dialogue:  the i2M system   
                     
 

Shot 28
As the camera tracks past the canvas on 
the wall , the word ARIS appears.
Dialogue:  will change the history of art 
forever.


